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Level II - Service personnel who understand the principles of machine systems operation, diagnostic equipment, and procedures for testing and adjusting.



CONTENT This presentation discusses the operation of the power train, implement hydraulic system, transmission electronic control system, and Caterpillar Monitoring System on the 953C Track-type Loader. Component locations and functions of all the major machine systems are covered.



OBJECTIVES After learning the information in this presentation, the serviceman will be able to: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



locate and identify all major machine components; locate and identify all filters, dipsticks, indicators, fill tubes, drain locations and test points; explain the function of each component in the power train system; explain the function of each component in the implement hydraulic system; explain the function of each input and output component in the transmission electronic control system; and explain the function of the Caterpillar Monitoring System.
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES
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1 INTRODUCTION * Machine overview



The 943 through 973 Track-type Loaders were introduced in the early 1980's. This family of machines used a Hydrostatic Power Control Unit (HPCU) which was a single hydromechanical group that contained variable piston pumps, controls, and linkages. The 953C Track-type Loader uses a transmission Electronic Control Module (ECM) to control the angle of the swashplates of the pumps and motors. The operator directs input signals from the movement of the steer pedals and speed and direction lever to the ECM. The ECM directs output signals to solenoids that precisely control the speed and direction of the machine. The Caterpillar Monitoring System is an integral part of the various machine systems. Fault codes can be easily displayed to the operator or service technician for quick diagnostic servicing.
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953C IMPROVEMENTS • EMISSIONS AND SOUND LEVELS • IMPROVED FAN AND SHROUD • POWER TRAIN • TRANSMISSION ECM • POWER TRAIN AND IMPLEMENT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM • IMPROVED CAB AND CANOPY • CATERPILLAR MONITORING SYSTEM



2 • 953C improvements: - Emissions and sound levels - Fan and shroud - Power train - Transmission ECM - Numerous quickdisconnect fittings - Cab and canopy - Caterpillar Monitoring System



This illustration lists the 953C improvements: Emissions and Sound Levels: To meet a large number of environmental requirements, the 3116 DIT engine emissions and machine sound levels have been reduced. Improve Fan and Shroud: The 3116 DIT engine is equipped with an improved fan and shroud for improved cooling performance. Power Train: Includes two separate, variable displacement, hydrostatic drive pumps and variable displacement motors. Transmission Electronic Control Module (ECM): Controls the machine travel functions, provides calibration of the drive loops, monitors machine functions, and displays diagnostic fault codes.
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Power Train and Implement Hydraulic Systems: Numerous quickdisconnect pressure fittings are provided on components and conveniently located for quick diagnosis of power train and implement hydraulic system problems. Improved Cab and Canopy: The operator's station has increased operator comfort, efficiency, and visibility. The cab is a four-post Rollover Protective Structure (ROPS) and a Falling Objects Protective Structure (FOPS) that provides excellent operator protection. The cab does not tilt forward as in the 953B, but is equipped with large floor panels. The cab can be removed from the machine in approximately 30 minutes. Caterpillar Monitoring System: The system has a four gauge cluster, nine alert indicators, and a message display.
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3 • 3116 DIT engine



The 953C is powered by the 3116 DIT engine. The engine delivers 90 kW (121 hp) at 2200 rpm. The engine is located in the rear to provide a counterweight effect. NOTE: This slide shows a standard 3116 engine without any Air Inlet Heater components.
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• Automatic Air Inlet Heater (AIH) • Heater housing (arrow)



One feature of the engine is the automatic Air Inlet Heater (AIH). The electric resistance heater is located inside the housing (arrow) on the left side of the machine. The heater is standard equipment and is used to ensure dependable cold weather starting down to -5°C (23°F).
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• Coolant temperature determines when AIH is on • Three cycles: - Preheat - Cranking - Postheat • AIH Components: 1. Alert indicator 2. Extended postheat switch 3. Ether aid switch



The Air Inlet Heater (AIH) is an automatic system and based on the engine coolant temperature. The system has three automatic cycles: preheat, cranking, and postheat. Preheat: This cycle is the time that the AIH is programmed to be ON prior to cranking the engine. When the key start switch is turned to the ON position, the preheat cycle will begin if the coolant temperature is low enough. As the coolant temperature decreases from 7°C (45°F) to -5°C (23°F), the preheat time increases from 10 seconds to a maximum of 30 seconds. The AIH alert indicator (1) will flash during the preheat time. To maximize the benefit of the heater, wait until the indicator stops flashing before cranking the engine. Cranking: This cycle is used when the engine speed is in the range of 50 to 350 rpm. If the coolant temperature is less than or equal to 13°C (55°F), the AIH system will turn ON. Postheat: This cycle is the time that the AIH is programmed to be ON after the engine is started. As the coolant temperature decreases from 13°C (55°F) to -5°C (23°F), the postheat time increases from 1 second to a maximum of 120 seconds. The AIH alert indicator (1) will flash during the postheat time.
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After the automatic cycle is completed and if the engine is running roughly or white smoke is excessive, press the extended postheat switch (2) to provide an additional 30 seconds of postheat. This cycle can be repeated as necessary. Depressing the extended postheat switch during the cycle will not add additional postheat cycles. If the engine fails to start, additional attempts to start the engine will result in a reduced preheat cycle time. If the engine coolant temperature sensor signal is invalid and causes a Category 2 Warning, the transmission ECM will default to the maximum AIH cycle time regardless of the temperature.



• Ether attachment available



For colder temperatures, an ether aid attachment is available. To activate the system, depress the upper half of the center switch (3) once. A premeasured amount of ether is injected into the air intake manifold which is downstream of the AIH element. The ether aid switch is standard equipment, but the ether aid solenoid is an attachment. NOTE: The ether injection system should be activated while the engine is cranking. Do not spray ether into the air inlet canister.
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• Engine coolant temperature sensor (arrow)



The engine coolant temperature sensor (arrow) signals the coolant temperature to the ECM and operates the engine coolant temperature gauge. The ECM also uses the temperature signal for the Air Inlet Heater functions.
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• Ether solenoid (arrow)



The ether aid solenoid (arrow) is located on the right side of the machine inside the right access door. NOTE: For specific operating instructions of each system, refer to the 953C Operation and Maintenance Manual (Form SEBU6935).
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• Identify components: 1. Fan 2. Shroud



An improved fan (1) and shroud (2) provide better cooling. A high ambient radiator is available for hotter working conditions.
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9 • Identify components: 1. Two drive pumps 2. Splitter box 3. Charge pump 4. Implement pump



Each track is powered by one variable displacement, axial piston pump and one variable displacement, link-type piston motor. The pumps (1) are mounted separately on the splitter box (2) that is attached to the engine. Each pump, motor, and XT-6 hose set form a closed loop hydraulic circuit. Each pump is driven by the engine and directs oil through the hoses to the piston motor. The motor converts the hydraulic power to mechanical power to the final drive and finally to the tracks. This machine can be driven at infinitely variable speeds up to 10.0 km/hr. (6.2 mph) in either forward or reverse. While both tracks constantly receive power, one track speed can be increased or decreased relative to the other for right or left turns. One track can be stopped for a sharp turn or counterrotated for a pivot turn. This slide also shows the locations of the charge pump (3) that is mounted on the left drive pump and the implement hydraulic pump (4) between the drive pumps. NOTE: The small pump shown on the front of the right drive pump is no longer installed on current production machines.
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• Identify components: 1. Transmission ECM 2. Data link connector 3. Configuration harness code plug



The transmission Electronic Control Module (ECM) (1) replaces the mechanical linkage on the 953B Hydrostatic Power Control Unit (HPCU). This major change eliminated many mechanical controls and linkages. The ECM receives input signals such as engine speed, direction, steering and braking, pressures and temperatures. With the input information, the ECM makes calculations and directs output signals to the solenoids that control the power train hydraulic system. From the engine speed signal, the ECM can sense engine lugging and will automatically upstroke the motors and destroke the pumps to maintain engine speed. The ECM is self-diagnosing and interfaces with the Caterpillar Monitoring System for system diagnostics and calibrations. Next to the ECM is the data link connector (2) and the configuration harness code plug (3). At the time of this publication, the Electronic Technician (ET) software supports the 953C but in a very limited basis. ET can be only used to view active and logged faults and delete logged faults. Status screens are not available.
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• Quick-disconnect fittings (arrow)



The power train and implement hydraulic systems have numerous quickdisconnect pressure fittings (arrow) conveniently located on the machine. For example, the ECM manifold has seven quick-disconnect pressure fittings.
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• Operator's station



The operator's station is a four-post ROPS/FOPS enclosed cab or canopy that is resiliently mounted to reduce vibration and noise. The operator's station has more storage space available than the 953B. The cab windows use flat glass and are rubber-seal mounted. The air circulation system delivers filtered, pressurized, temperature controlled air. Both the canopy and the cab equipped machines come standard with a controllable heater. An air conditioning system is also available for the operator's station. The operator's station is radio ready and has two speakers, an antenna, a 24-Volt to 12-Volt converter, and a mount for an optional radio installation. The improved dashboard utilizes the Caterpillar Monitoring System with a full gauge package to monitor critical machine functions.
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• Engine access through floor panel



To access the engine, the seat, floor panel and cover for the heater must be removed.
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• Access to pumps through floor panel 1. Right drive pump 2. Implement pump 3. Left drive pump



To access the power train components, the floor panel and steer pedals must be removed. Each of the four pumps can be removed through the floor panel. The four pumps are: - Right drive pump (1)



4. Charge pump 5. Synchronization manifold



- Implement pump (2) - Left drive pump (3) - Charge pump (4, on front of left drive pump) On the top of the left drive pump is the synchronization manifold (5). The four pressure fittings on the top of the synchronization manifold are used to measure the left and right drive loop pressures. The synchronization manifold also contains the synchronization solenoid valve which is energized in PARK, FORWARD, and REVERSE to allow the drive loops to be connected. The solenoid is used to maintain straight travel in either direction. When either steer pedal is depressed, the solenoid is de-energized and the drive loops are separated.
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• Caterpillar Monitoring System: 1. Four gauge cluster 2. Nine alert indicators 3. Message display



The dash in the operator's station utilizes the Caterpillar Monitoring System. The system includes a four gauge cluster (1), nine alert indicators (2), and a message display (3). The transmission ECM uses the message display for system diagnostics and calibrations.
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MACHINE MAINTENANCE • Precleaner bowl (arrow)



The precleaner bowl (arrow) for the engine air intake system is located directly behind the operator's station. Empty the bowl when the dirt reaches the full mark.
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• Air induction components: 1. Air cleaner housing 2. Filter element indicator



The primary and secondary filter elements are located on the right side of the machine in the air cleaner housing (1). Check the filter element indicator (2) to determine if the elements require service.
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• Fuel system components: 1. Primary filter 2. Priming pump



The primary fuel filter (1) is located on the right rear of the machine. If the filter must be replaced, shut off the fuel supply. Directly above the filter is the fuel priming pump (2).
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• Fuel shutoff valve (arrow)



The fuel supply shutoff valve (arrow) is located on the left side of the machine directly behind the fuel tank.
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• Secondary fuel filter (arrow)



The secondary fuel filter element (arrow) is located on the right side of the machine near the fuel pump. NOTE: Always use the fuel priming pump to fill the secondary fuel filter element. Do not pour unfiltered fuel directly into the filter.
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• Maintenance free batteries



The maintenance free batteries are located on the left side of the machine. Always keep the batteries clean and check the terminals for corrosion.
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• Disconnect switch



The disconnect switch is located on the left side of the machine.
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• Electrical components: 1. Fuse panel 2. Circuit breaker



On the right side of the machine are the fuse panel (1) and the circuit breaker (2).
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• Radiator cap



The radiator pressure cap is located below the cover on top of the engine hood. Maintain the coolant level within 13 mm (.5 in.) below the bottom of the fill tube.
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• Identify components: 1. Engine coolant drain valve 2. Heater shutoff valve



The engine coolant drain (1) and the heater shutoff (2) valves are located on the left side of the machine inside the engine compartment.
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• Engine components: 1. Crankcase dipstick 2. Fill tube 3. Breather



The engine crankcase dipstick (1) and fill tube (2) are located on the right side of the machine inside the engine access door. Check the oil level daily and maintain the oil level between the marks on the "engine stopped" side of the dipstick. The engine crankcase breather (3) is located just above the secondary fuel filter.
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• Engine components: 1. Oil filter 2. Oil drain valve



The engine oil filter (1) is located on the left side of the machine. The engine oil drain valve (2) is located on the left side of the oil pan. To drain the oil, remove the access cover located on the crankcase guard. Connect a drain hose and direct the oil into a suitable container.
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• Splitter box components: 1. Dipstick 2. Fill tube



To check the oil level in the transmission splitter box, open the left access door and remove the dipstick (1). Maintain the oil level between the marks on the dipstick. If additional oil is required, the fill tube (2) is located in front of the dipstick.
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• Splitter box components: 1. Drain plug 2. Temperature switch



To drain the transmission splitter box oil, remove the drain plug (1). Drain the oil into a suitable container. The splitter box or transmission oil temperature switch (2) is located on the bottom left of the splitter box. The switch provides an input signal to the Caterpillar Monitoring System. NOTE: The splitter box does not have an ecology drain valve.
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• Hydraulic tank access cover (arrow)



The hydraulic oil tank for both the power train and implement hydraulic systems is located at the front of the machine between the lift arms. Open the cover (arrow) for access to the oil level sight gauge.
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• Hydraulic tank components: 1. Sight gauge 2. Cap 3. Filter 4. Oil temperature sensor



Check the sight gauge (1) and maintain the oil level in the GREEN area with all the implements lowered to the ground. If additional oil is required, remove the cap (2) very slowly because the hydraulic system is pressurized. On the front of the tank is the implement pump hydraulic oil filter (3). Implement pump oil is continuously directed through the reverse flow filter into the tank. The hydraulic oil temperature sensor (4) transmits an input signal to the Caterpillar Monitoring System. NOTE: If the oil level is below the GREEN area and the oil is cold, oil must be added so the level is slightly above the bottom of the GREEN area. Adding too much oil before the machine is operated can cause the oil level to raise above the top of the GREEN area. If the oil level is below the GREEN area and the oil is hot, add oil up to the bottom of the green area. After the machine is stopped and the oil is cold, inspect the oil level and determine if additional oil is required.
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• Hydraulic system components: 1. Case drain filter 2. Charge filter



Two additional hydraulic oil filters for the common power train and implement hydraulic systems are located inside the right access door. The 10 micron case drain oil filter (1) filters all the oil from the pumps and motors. The 7 micron charge oil filter (2) continually filters the oil from the power train charge pump.
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• Hydraulic system components: 1. Tank drain hose 2. Tank drain valve • Fuel system components: 3. Tank drain hose 4. Tank drain valve



To drain the hydraulic oil reservoir, open the access door and remove the hydraulic drain hose (1). Open the drain valve (2) to direct the oil into a suitable container. Also inside this compartment are the fuel tank drain hose (3) and drain valve (4).
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• Hydraulic system components: 1. Screen 2. Implement pump



Below the right drive pump is a screen (1). The screen is designed to remove contaminants before they enter the suction side of the implement pump (2). The screen is only serviced after a major component failure.
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35 • Undercarriage components: 1. Equalizer bar 2. Pivot shaft 3. Idler swing link 4. Track



The undercarriage of the 953C is designed to keep more track on the ground for maximum traction and increased stability in rough terrain. The equalizer bar (1) and pivot shaft (2) are mounted to the loader frame. The idler swing link (3) permits horizontal idler movement, absorbs shock loads, maintains proper track tension and eliminates the need for shims and wear strips. The sealed and lubricated track (4) extends track and undercarriage life while allowing greater drive line efficiency. This arrangement reduces internal pin and bushing wear and component friction.
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36 • Loader frame • Steel castings at high stress areas



The high-strength steel, box-section loader frame has continuous welds to provide a solid, durable base for all other components. The frame also provides flexibility and strong resistance to impact and twisting loads. Steel castings (red) in high stress areas prevent fatigue and cracking.
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• Undercarriage maintenance: 1. Grease gun 2. Plug 3. Equalizer bar grease fitting



A grease gun (1) is used to adjust the track tension. Refer to the 953C Operation and Maintenance Manual (Form SEBU6935) for specific instructions. The recoil piston for each track can be lubricated with a grease gun through the grease fitting located below the plug (2). The equalizer bar end pins are visible below the track on each roller frame. Use only a hand operated grease gun to lubricate the fitting (3).
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• Pivot bar filler plug (arrow)



The pivot bar oil level on each track can be checked by removing the filler plug (arrow) just above the pivot bar. The oil level must be within 13 mm (.5 in.) below the bottom of the filler plug opening.
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• Final drive outer drain plug (arrow)



Each final drive has two oil drain plugs: an outer and an inner. The outer plug (arrow) is located on the final drive cover.
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• Final drive inner drain plug (arrow)



The inner plug (arrow) is located on the opposite side of the final drive just below the frame.
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• Idler swing link grease fitting (arrow)



Each of the four idler swing links has a grease fitting (arrow) that must be lubricated.
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• Lubricate bucket and ripper linkage pins



The bucket and the ripper linkage pins must be lubricated regularly. The bottom bucket linkage pins must be lubricated daily.
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• Operator's station outside air filter (arrow)



The operator's station is equipped with two air system filters. The outside filter element (arrow) is inside the left access door. One fastener holds the filter in place. Clean or replace the filter when it becomes full of dust.
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• Operator's station inside air filter (arrow)



The interior recirculation filter (arrow) is located inside the operator's station behind the seat. Clean or replace the filter when it becomes full of dust.
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• Window washer fluid bottle (arrow)



The window washer fluid bottle (arrow) for both the front and rear windows is located just inside the left access door.
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POWER TRAIN COMPONENTS • Major components: 1. Two drive pumps



Power is transferred to each track by a variable pump and motor. The pumps (1) are mounted on the splitter box (3) which is connected to the engine.



2. Charge pump 3. Splitter box • Test fittings: 4. Left forward drive pressure 5. Right forward drive pressure 6. Left reverse drive pressure 7. Right reverse drive pressure 8. Left pump case drain 9. Right pump case drain



Mounted on the left drive pump is the charge pump (2). The charge pump provides flow to the drive loops and pressure oil for the controls. On the top of the left drive pump is the synchronization manifold. The manifold is used to balance the unequal left or right drive loop flows while the machine is in forward or reverse. The on/off solenoid is located on the right side of the manifold. When the machine is moving in a straight line, the solenoid is energized. When a turn is made using the steer pedals, the solenoid is de-energized, and the left and right drive loops are separated. On the top of the manifold are four quick-disconnect pressure fittings that are used to measure the left and right drive loop pressures. The four fittings are: - Left forward drive pressure (4) - Right forward drive pressure (5) - Left reverse drive pressure (6) - Right reverse drive pressure (7) The left (8) and right (9) pump case drain fittings are located on the top of each pump.
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• Two towing valves (arrows)



The synchronization manifold contains two towing valves (arrows). These valves are used when towing the machine with a non-operating engine. Each valve must be opened three turns and the locknuts must be tightened. After towing the machine, turn both adjustment screws in and tighten the locknuts. When the machine is being towed, the generated flow from the motors passes through the towing valves and returns to the drive motors. Before the machine can be moved, release the brakes. Use the procedure provided in the 953C Operation and Maintenance Manual (Form SEBU6935). On the right side of the manifold is the synchronization solenoid valve. The solenoid is energized in PARK, FORWARD, and REVERSE to connect both drive loops. The solenoid is used to maintain straight travel in either direction. Each time either steer pedal is used, the solenoid is deenergized and the drive loops are separated.
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• Power train components: 1. Drive motors 2. Drive motor control valves



The variable displacement, link-type drive motors (1) are located below the engine and mounted to the brake housing. Pilot pressure from the ECM manifold is directed to the pumps and motors. The pilot pressure controls the displacement of the pumps and the motors. Each motor has a drive motor control valve (2) that contains an actuator piston and servo valve.
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• Three pressure fittings: 1. Case drain 2. Upstroke 3. Destroke • At low speed: - Drive motors at maximum displacement - Drive pumps at minimum displacement • At full speed: - Drive motors at minimum displacement - Drive pumps at maximum displacement



Three quick-disconnect pressure fittings are installed on each motor: case drain pressure (1), upstroke actuator pressure (2) and destroke actuator pressure(3). As the machine speed begins to increase, the drive motors are at maximum displacement and the pumps are at minimum displacement. As the speed continues to increase, the drive pumps go to maximum flow at 3.5 km/hr. (2.2 mph), and the motors will begin to destroke. The motor output speeds will increase until the motors are at minimum displacement, and the speed of the machine will be approximately 10 km/hr. (6.2 mph). INSTRUCTOR NOTE: The destroke actuator pressure fitting (3) may be removed in the future.
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• Track speed sensor (arrow)



Located on the inside of each final drive housing is a track speed sensor (arrow). The track speed sensors provide input signals to the transmission ECM and are used during the calibration procedure.
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953C FINAL DRIVE
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51 • Track speed sensor location



The track speed sensor is threaded into the final drive housing and counts each gear tooth. The sensor generates a signal from the passing gear teeth, which is sent to the ECM. In Calibration Mode 5, Submodes 22 and 23, the Caterpillar Monitoring System message display will show the left and rights track speeds respectively. INSTRUCTOR NOTE: When adjusting the speed sensors, refer to the Hydrostatic Transmission Electronic Control System Testing and Adjusting module (Form SENR8314). The procedure states that the sensors must be turned OUT 2 1/2 turns from the face of the gear. During a training class, the sensors were turned out only 1 1/2 turns, and the resolution of the machine speed shown on the Caterpillar Monitoring System message display was improved. If the sensors are left in this position and the axle shafts are removed, the gears may damage the sensors. After teaching class or calibrating the machine, remember to position the sensors according to the service manual instructions.
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• Power train components: 1. Charge pressure relief valve 2. ECM manifold 3. Charge pressure sensor



The charge pump continually directs oil flow to the pumps and motors to replenish any oil lost due to normal leakage and supplies oil to the control system. The charge pressure relief valve (1) is located on the top of the ECM manifold (2). The charge pressure sensor (3) is a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) type sensor and is located on the bottom of the ECM manifold. The sensor directs an input signal to the transmission ECM indicating if the charge pressure is correct. The operator or technician can view the operating pressure in the measurement units (kPa) on the dash display.
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• ECM manifold components: 1. Left forward steering solenoid 2. Left reverse steering solenoid 3. Right forward steering solenoid 4. Right reverse steering solenoid 5. Brake solenoid valve 6. Transmission speed override valve



The ECM manifold contains many components that control the displacement of the pumps and motors. The front of the manifold contains the following components: the left forward steering solenoid valve (1), left reverse steering solenoid valve (2), right forward steering solenoid valve (3), right reverse steering solenoid valve (4), brake solenoid valve (5), and transmission speed override valve (6). Also contained inside the manifold are two resolver valves (not visible, see slide 68, page 79) that direct the steering signal oil to the forward or reverse components of the pumps and motors. The four steering solenoid valves receive output signals from the transmission ECM. The ECM uses these solenoid valves to control the speed and direction of the machine. The solenoids are three-way, cartridge-type pressure reducing valves. The ECM uses a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal to vary the current to the solenoid. The distance the solenoid plunger (valve) travels is proportional to the electrical current sent by the ECM. The position of the solenoid plunger controls the displacement of the pumps and motors. The purpose of the parking brake solenoid valve (5) is to engage and release the brakes. The brakes are spring engaged and hydraulically released. When the operator moves the speed and direction lever to the PARK position, the ECM de-energizes the parking brake solenoid valve which relieves the hydraulic pressure, and the brakes are engaged. When the machine is not in PARK, the ECM energizes the solenoid valve which directs charge pressure to release the brakes.
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The transmission speed override valve (6) is also an output component of the ECM. The ECM uses a PWM signal to vary the current to the solenoid. If a fault occurs, the ECM uses the solenoid valve to destroke the pumps and put the machine in a PARK condition. The underspeed function of the ECM senses the increase and decrease in the engine speed caused by the total load on the machine. The underspeed function distributes the available engine power between the requirements of the power train and implement hydraulic systems. When the underspeed function is needed, the ECM will automatically signal the appropriate solenoids to decrease or increase the pump and motor displacements. The ECM uses the engine speed and throttle position to perform the underspeed function. NOTE: The steering solenoid cartridge assembly (Part No. 124-0537) is NONSERVICEABLE. DO NOT DISASSEMBLE THE CARTRIDGE. If the locknut is disturbed, the alignment between the internal spool and the valve body cannot be attained without special test tooling, and the assembly must be discarded and a new assembly installed.
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54



• Engine speed sensor (arrow)



To monitor the engine speed, a speed sensor (arrow) is installed in the flywheel housing. NOTE: When adjusting the engine speed sensor, refer to the Hydrostatic Transmission Electronic Control System Testing and Adjusting module (Form SENR8314).
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• ECM manifold pressure fittings: 1. Left forward steering signal 2. Left reverse steering signal 3. Right forward steering signal 4. Right reverse steering signal 5. Brake pressure 6. Transmission speed override pressure 7. Charge pressure



On the front of ECM manifold are seven quick-disconnect pressure fittings. These fittings measure the following pressures: the left forward steering signal pressure (1), left reverse steering signal pressure (2), right forward steering signal pressure (3), right reverse steering signal pressure (4), brake pressure (5), transmission speed override pressure (6), and charge pressure (7). Next to each fitting is an abbreviation of the oil pressure name.
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• Console components: 1. Speed and direction lever 2. Position sensor 3. Parking brake switch 4. Governor lever switch 5. Governor lever



The speed and direction lever (1) is connected to a position sensor (2) that continuously signals the ECM the position of the lever. The lever has four positions: PARK, BRAKES RELEASED, FORWARD, and REVERSE. The ECM uses the duty cycle of the sensor to determine which steering solenoid valves to activate and the magnitude to activate them. The duty cycle of the sensor signal increases as the lever is moved from the PARK position into the FORWARD side of the "Y" or into the REVERSE side of the "Y." The parking brake position switch (3) signals the ECM to release the parking brakes when the speed and direction lever has moved from the PARK position into the BRAKES RELEASED or FORWARD or REVERSE directions. If the parking brake switch is correctly adjusted, the parking brakes must not engage when the lever is moved from FORWARD to REVERSE. The governor lever (5) is directly connected to the engine fuel system. The governor lever switch (4) signals the ECM when the governor lever is in or out of the HIGH IDLE notch. If the lever is in the notch, the Normally Closed circuit is OPEN, and the Normally Open circuit is CLOSED to ground. If the lever is out of the notch, the Normally Closed circuit is CLOSED to ground, and the Normally Open circuit is OPEN.
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When the lever is out of the notch, the ECM goes into a lower rpm underspeed function. The ECM uses the switch position and engine rpm from the engine speed sensor to reduce the electrical signals to the steering solenoids. This function reduces the power demand on the engine to prevent the engine from stalling. When calibrating the switch in Calibration Mode 5, Submode 10, make sure that the switch changes states from "11" to "00" on the message display while moving the lever into the HIGH IDLE notch. If the switch is not adjusted correctly, the following conditions can exist: - If the switch is activated as the lever enters the notch, the transmission ECM will function correctly. - If the switch is activated before the lever enters the notch, the transmission ECM will assume the governor lever is in the high idle notch and will not correctly compensate during an underspeed condition. - If the switch is not activated when the lever is in the high idle notch, the transmission ECM will assume the governor lever is not in the notch and will go into the lower rpm underspeed function.
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• Power train components: 1. Left steer pedal 2. Right steer pedal 3. Brake pedal



The operator controls the steering of the machine by depressing the left (1) or right (2) steer pedals. The center brake pedal (3) is used to decrease the speed of the machine, assist in reducing rollback, and stops the machine by causing the parking brakes to engage.
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• Sensors for each pedal (arrows)



Each pedal is connected to a sensor (arrows) that continuously tell the ECM the respective pedal position. The ECM uses the duty cycle of each steer pedal sensor to determine the modulation rate for the forward and reverse steering solenoid valves. The ECM uses the duty cycle of the center pedal sensor to determine the modulation rate of the forward and reverse steering solenoid valves and when to engage the parking brake.
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59 POWER TRAIN ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION • ECM input and output components



This illustration shows the transmission ECM and all the input and output components.



• Color codes



The various color codes which will be used in this presentation to identify oil flow and pressures are as follows: Red



- High pressure



Orange



- Charge pressure



Orange and White Stripes



- Signal pressure



Blue



- Blocked oil



Green



- Tank or case drain



Yellow



- Activated valve envelopes or moving parts
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60 • Speed and direction lever positions



Travel speed and direction are determined by the position of the speed and direction lever. The lever moves in an inverted "Y" pattern. Movement of the lever to the right is FORWARD and movement of the lever to the left is REVERSE. BRAKES RELEASED is located in the center part of the "Y." The parking brake is engaged when the lever is in the tip of the inverted "Y" pattern. The transmission ECM sends electrical signals to the solenoids that correspond to the speed and direction selected by the operator. When the synchronization solenoid valve is ENERGIZED, drive loop oil can flow between the left and right drive loops to maintain straight travel.
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61 • Steering pedal depressed: - ECM reduces signal to appropriate pump and motor - Synchronization valve de-energized



The transmission ECM monitors the position of the left and right steering pedals. As the pedals are depressed, the transmission ECM reduces the speed of the appropriate track, which causes the machine to turn in the selected direction. When a steering pedal is depressed, the synchronizing solenoid valve is DE-ENERGIZED to allow the left and right tracks to operate independently.
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62 • Center pedal reduces machine speed



The transmission ECM also monitors the position of the center brake pedal. When the center pedal is depressed, the transmission ECM reduces the speed of the machine in proportion to the distance of pedal movement. This illustration shows the machine moving FORWARD and the center brake pedal slightly depressed.



• Anti-rollback function



When the pedal is completely depressed, the parking brakes are engaged. An anti-rollback function reduces the possibility of the machine rolling slightly downhill while stopping and restarting operations are performed on a slope.
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63 • Underspeed function uses the following components: - Engine speed sensor - Governor lever switch



The transmission ECM determines engine speed by reading the signal from the engine speed sensor. The engine speed will decrease as power demands are increased, whether demanded by the implements or the power train. If the engine speed decreases below the range of 2170 rpm to 2120 rpm (with the governor lever in HIGH IDLE), the transmission ECM will reduce the desired machine speed as necessary to reduce the power demand and keep the engine from stalling. In the HIGH IDLE notch, the governor lever switch changes states. If the governor lever is moved out of the HIGH IDLE notch and the engine rpm is above 1500 rpm, the transmission ECM will decrease the power demand to keep the engine from stalling. If the machine is operated below 1500 rpm and the power demand is excessive, the engine may stall. The 953C is designed to operate efficiently at HIGH IDLE or above 1500 rpm.



• Synchronization solenoid



During an underspeed condition, the synchronization solenoid valve will remain ENERGIZED (except during an extreme underspeed condition when the drive loops will separate to keep the engine from stalling).
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64 POWER TRAIN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OPERATION • Power train hydraulic system major components



The power train hydraulic system consists of the following major components: - Engine - Splitter box - Drive pumps and drive motors - Charge pump - Synchronization valve - ECM manifold - Charge and case drain filters
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• Eight system conditions
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The following slides will explain these eight conditions: 1. Major components 2. Engine Off 3. Parking Brakes Engaged 4. Parking Brakes Released 5. Maximum Forward 6. Right Turn Forward 7. Center Pedal Partially Depressed 8. Center Pedal Fully Depressed



• Color codes



The various color codes which will be used in this presentation to identify oil flow and pressures are as follows: Red



- High pressure



Orange



- Charge pressure



Orange and White Stripes



- Signal pressure



Blue



- Blocked oil



Green



- Tank or case drain oil



Yellow



- Activated valve envelopes or moving parts



Purple



- Hydraulic tank air pressure
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65 • Major power train and implement hydraulic system components



This schematic shows the major power train and implement hydraulic system components: - Hydraulic tank and control valves - Implement pump - Ripper and multi-purpose bucket, tilt, and lift cylinders - Dual stage implement relief valve - Left pump and motor - Right pump and motor - ECM manifold - Synchronization manifold - Charge pump
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66 Engine Off • Engine off, FPR lever in PARK • Major components identified



This schematic shows the left drive loop of the hydrostatic drive system when the engine is OFF. The major components are: • Left drive pump - Makeup and line relief valves - Control piston - Servo valve - Pilot spool • Left drive motor - Actuator piston - Purge relief valve - Purge shuttle valve - Servo valve • Synchronization manifold - Synchronization valve - Towing valves
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• Brakes • Charge pump (mounted on the left drive pump) • Charge filter The various functions of the left drive loop are: • Direct oil from the variable pump to the variable motor • Provide makeup oil and line relief protection to the forward and reverse sides of the drive loop • Control the displacement of the pump using the pilot spool, the servo valve, and the control piston • Control the displacement of the motor using the servo valve and actuator piston • Constantly direct oil to the motor case through the purge shuttle valve and purge relief valve • Provide a mechanical connection from the engine to the charge pump through the left drive pump The purpose of the synchronization manifold is to: • Provide the left and right drive loops with a common connection (synchronization valve) that is open during straight travel and closed during a turn • Provide two mechanical valves (towing valves) that can be opened when towing the machine with a nonfunctional engine The purpose of the charge filter is to: • Remove contaminants from the charge oil before it flows to the drive loops and the control system
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67 • Transmission ECM components



The transmission Electronic Control Module (ECM) manifold contains the following components: -



Charge relief valve Charge pressure sensor Left drive loop steering solenoids Left resolver Right drive loop steering solenoids Right resolver Override solenoid Brake control solenoid



The functions of the ECM manifold are: • Control the displacement of the variable pumps and variable motors • Engage and release the parking brakes
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• Modulate the pressure of the charge pump oil • Use the charge pressure sensor to direct the pressure signal to the transmission ECM • Supply control oil (charge oil) to all the solenoids • Left and right resolvers



The left and right resolvers direct the forward or reverse signal oil pressure to the motors. Each drive loop has a resolver.
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• ECM manifold components: 1. Left resolver 2. Right resolver



The left (1) and right (2) resolvers are located on the right end of the ECM manifold.
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69 • Pressure fitting locations



This schematic shows the following quick-disconnect pressure fitting locations: -



Forward signal pressures Reverse signal pressures Left forward drive pressure Left reverse drive pressure Right forward drive pressure Right reverse drive pressure Charge pressure Override pressure Destroke actuator pressure Upstroke actuator pressure Case drain (four rotating groups) Brake pressure Implement supply pressure Tank pressure
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70 • Pressure fitting locations



The transmission Electronic Control Module (ECM) manifold shows the following pressure tap locations: - Charge pressure - Override pressure - Brake pressure - Left Forward signal pressure - Left Reverse signal pressure - Right Forward signal pressure - Right Reverse signal pressure
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71 Parking Brakes Engaged • Oil to inlet port of charge pump • Oil flows through filter • Excessive filter differential prevents machine movement



When the engine is started and the transmission control lever is in PARK, the single section gear charge pump draws oil through the screen in the combination implement and power train hydraulic tank. The charge pump directs the oil to the charge oil filter group. The charge oil filter is rated at 7 microns. The bypass valve contained within the housing will open at a differential pressure (∆P) of 345 kPa (50 psi). This differential will occur if the oil is cold or the filter is restricting the flow of oil due to contamination. If the differential pressure exceeds the specification, the oil from the charge pump will be directed to the tank and not to the drive loops or control system. The machine will not move until the differential is below the pressure specification.
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• Charge oil directed to: 1. Both pumps 2. Both motors 3. Charge pressure relief valve 4. Override and brake solenoids
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After the charge oil flows through the filter, the oil is directed to four areas: 1. To the makeup and line relief valves and the swashplate controls in the left and the right pumps. 2. To the pilot spool in the left and the right motors. 3. To the charge pressure relief valve located in the ECM manifold. 4. To the override and brake solenoid valves.



• Check valve



Located directly above the charge oil filter on the schematic is a spring loaded check valve that functions in extremely cold weather. Cold charge oil that is bypassed by the filter is directed to the check valve which helps the charge system maintain adequate charge pressure until the system oil is warm enough to flow through the filter.



• Charge oil system



The charge pressure relief valve is set at 2400 kPa (350 psi). The main purpose of the charge system is to provide makeup oil to the low (return) pressure side of the drive loops. The charge oil constantly replenishes any leakage through the rotating groups of the pumps and motors and supplies cool oil to the drive loops. A portion of the excess charge oil from the charge relief valve is directed to the drive pump cases and to the suction side of the implement pump. The charge oil entering the pump cases flushes both contaminents and hot oil out of the cases to the case drain oil filter located on the right side of the machine.



• Charge pressure sensor



The charge pump also supplies the working pressure and flow to control the pumps, motors, and solenoid valves. The charge pressure sensor, located in the manifold, converts an input pressure into a proportional pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. The transmission ECM uses this signal to measure the charge pressure in the system. A warning is issued to the Caterpillar Monitoring System if the charge pressure decreases below the specified level required to keep the brakes (spring engaged, hydraulically released) from engaging while the machine is moving. A warning is also issued if an adequate transmission lubrication pressure is not maintained while the machine is in PARK.



• Synchronization valve



The synchronization solenoid valve is energized in PARK. Energizing the synchronization solenoid allows the FORWARD left and right drive loops to be connected. The valve also connects the REVERSE left and right drive loops. In PARK, the pumps are at 0° swashplate angle and the motors are at maximum displacement.
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POWER TRAIN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PARKING BRAKES RELEASED



72 Parking Brakes Released • Speed and direction lever moved to BRAKES RELEASED



This schematic shows the conditions when the speed and direction lever is moved to the BRAKES RELEASED position. The transmission ECM processes the input information from the movement of the speed and direction lever and directs an output signal to the brake solenoid valve. When the brake solenoid is ENERGIZED, charge oil is directed to the left and right brake housings to release the brakes.
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73 Maximum Forward • Speed and direction lever moved to MAXIMUM FORWARD



When the speed and direction lever is moved to the MAXIMUM FORWARD position, the transmission ECM processes the input signal from the lever sensor and directs output signals to the override solenoid valve and to the left and right steering solenoid valves. In the BRAKES ENGAGED and RELEASED conditions, the override solenoid valve is de-energized to block charge oil to the four steering valves. Therefore, a potential electrical short in the solenoid wiring circuit will not cause the pumps to upstroke.



• Forward steering solenoids energized



As the steering valve solenoids are energized, each valve creates a proportional pilot pressure signal that is directed to the respective pump and motor. The pilot signal to the pumps causes the swashplate to move so the pump can direct the flow of oil to the motors. The pressure in the forward side of the drive loop is proportional to the drawbar pull load and is limited by the makeup and line relief valves which are set at 42000 kPa (6100 psi).
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• Charge oil flows through motors
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Inside each motor are a purge shuttle valve and purge relief valve which allow continuous flow of charge oil from the low (REVERSE) side of drive loop to the motor case. The purge flow removes any contaminants which may enter or are created within the loop. The purge flow also removes hot oil which can be generated quickly in the loop when operating at the line relief valve pressure setting. In both the BRAKES ENGAGED and RELEASED conditions, the purge shuttle valve is in the center position because the forward and reverse sides of the drive loop are equally pressurized by charge oil. In this schematic, the forward side of the drive loop is pressurized, which causes the purge shuttle valve to move and direct the charge oil flow through the valve to the orifice and purge relief valve. The orifice provides a restriction to the charge oil flow. The purge relief valve maintains approximately 1600 kPa (238 psi) back pressure to the charge pressure flow before the oil dumps into the motor case. Motor case drain oil comes from two places: leakage from the rotating group and through the purge shuttle valve. Both of these flows combine and are directed through the case drain filter.



• Synchronization valve open



To maintain the correct tracking of the machine in both FORWARD and REVERSE, the synchronization valve is open. The transmission ECM energizes the synchronization solenoid to equalize drive pressures between the left and right drive loops. The solenoid is energized during non-steer conditions and de-energized when a steering pedal is depressed or during extreme underspeed conditions.



• Drive pumps upstroke to maximum angle



To reach the MAXIMUM FORWARD speed of the machine, both drive pumps will upstroke to maximum angle, which provides approximately one third of the total machine speed. At this point, the drive motors will begin to destroke toward minimum displacement, and the speed will continue to increase until the machine reaches the maximum speed of approximately 10 km/hr. (6.2 mph).



• Drive motors destroke to minimum angle



• Underspeed function keeps engine from lugging



The electronic underspeed control functions when the drawbar load begins to lug the engine speed. In this loaded condition, the underspeed control overrides the operator speed signal as necessary. The underspeed control increases or decreases the machine speed setting to maintain the engine speed at the designed set point rpm regardless of the changing drawbar or implement loads. The set point rpm is determined by the programmed software in the transmission ECM and is not adjustable.
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• Implement system has priority



The implement system has first priority for available engine power and the transmission uses the remaining power. During high or extreme engine loading, the synchronizing solenoid valve automatically deenergizes, and the drive loops are separated until the transmission ECM reduces the load on the engine.



• Anti-stall function components:



The transmission ECM monitors the condition of the hydrostatic drive system with the magnetic engine speed sensor that is mounted on the engine flywheel housing. This sensor generates a signal frequency that varies in proportion to the engine speed. The signal, along with the governor lever switch signal, provide the inputs necessary to perform the engine underspeed (anti-stall) function. The governor lever switch is a two position switch that signals the transmission ECM when the governor lever is in the HIGH IDLE notch. This determination allows the underspeed (anti-stall) function to operate properly for the governor lever position.



- Engine speed sensor - Governor lever switch
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74 Right Turn • Right steer pedal movement causes right turn



When the machine is travelling in the FORWARD direction and the right steer pedal is partially depressed, the right track will slow and the left track will maintain the original speed. The machine will move toward the right. As the steer pedal is depressed, the signal from the rotary sensor on the pedal is directed to the transmission ECM. The transmission ECM directs a reduced output signal to the right FORWARD steering valve, which reduces the pilot signal pressure to the right pump and motor. If the machine speed is maximum, only the motor displacement will increase as the operator partially depresses the right steer pedal.
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• Synchronization solenoid de-energized
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At the initial depression of the steering pedal, the synchronizing solenoid valve is de-energized to separate the drive loops. If the timing of this function is not correct, the operator will notice that, as the steer pedals are initially depressed, the right and left steer requests (FORWARD or REVERSE) will occur at different positions. If this condition occurs, the ENGINE OFF and ENGINE ON calibration procedures or the Drive Motor Stroking Range Test must be performed. If the operator depresses the right steer pedal completely to perform a RIGHT SPOT TURN, the transmission ECM will stop the signal to the right FORWARD steer valve and direct an output signal to the right REVERSE steer valve. The right REVERSE steer valve will then direct pilot signal pressure to the right pump and motor causing the right pump to direct oil flow to the REVERSE side of the drive loop. The right drive motor will rotate in the opposite direction, while the left drive motor will continue rotating in the FORWARD direction.
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75 Center Pedal Partially Depressed • Center pedal partially depressed to reduce machine speed



When the operator partially depresses the center pedal, the transmission ECM reduces the output signal to the energized steering solenoid valves. If the machine is travelling at maximum forward speed, the motors will move to maximum displacement and the swashplates in the pumps will move toward minimum displacement. NOTE: This schematic is nearly identical to MAXIMUM FORWARD. The difference is that the speed and direction lever still functions, but the range of speed is greatly reduced.
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76 Center Pedal Fully Depressed • Center pedal fully depressed stops machine



When the operator fully depresses the center pedal, the transmission ECM reduces or stops the output signal to the steering solenoid valves. If the machine is travelling at maximum forward speed, the motors will move to maximum displacement, and the swashplates in the pumps will move to minimum displacement. The machine will abruptly stop due to the dynamic braking of the power train hydraulic system, and the parking brakes will engage. A slight "growling" from the power train hydraulic system may be audible because the pump swashplates remain at a very slight angle while the brakes are holding the motors.



• Center pedal used to reduce "rollback"



The operator may also use the center pedal while working on a slope to prevent "rollback." With the speed and direction lever in PARK and the center pedal fully depressed, the operator can move the speed and direction lever to any FORWARD or REVERSE speed and slowly raise the center pedal for precise control of the machine.
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77 Drive Pump • Two drive pumps mounted on splitter box



• Steering solenoid pilot oil moves swashplate



• Pump contains two makeup and line relief valves



The drive pumps are variable displacement, bi-directional piston pumps. The drive pumps are mounted on the front of the splitter box. The input shaft turns the barrel assembly, which includes nine pistons. The charge pump provides oil lost due to leakage from the drive loops and pressure oil to move the swashplates. When pilot or signal oil is directed from the steering solenoid valves, the swashplate is tilted to the forward or reverse angle. When the swashplate is tilted, the pistons move in and out of the barrel which causes oil to flow to the motor. The angle and direction of the swashplate is determined by the control pistons. An increase or decrease in the swashplate angle increases or decreases the flow to the motors, which increase or decrease the machine speed. The pump contains two makeup and line relief valves that are set at approximately 42000 kPa (6100 psi).
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78 • Drive pump in metering position



This illustration shows the drive pump in the METERING position. An electrical signal from the transmission ECM is directed to the FORWARD steering valve, which causes the valve to shift and direct pilot signal pressure to the pilot spool in the pump. As the pilot spool moves, the yoke, which pivots around the eccentric bolt, causes the servo valve to move to the right. A lower or signal pressure oil (orange and white stripes) is then directed through the swashplate to the FORWARD or REVERSE control pistons. (The dashed line between the swashplate and the follow-up sleeve represents the mechanical connection between these two components.) When the swashplate is moved, the follow-up sleeve follows the servo valve and maintains the desired position of the swashplate. Signal pressure oil is also directed to the motor servo valve by the resolver. The pump and motor combination uses the same signal pressure oil to control the displacement of the pump and motor.
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Section A-A shows the two makeup and line relief valves that are preset at the factory to 42000 kPa (6100 psi). During operation, the valve on the right is closed and will open if the drive loop pressure exceeds the setting of the valve. The valve on the left is continually directing makeup oil from the charge circuit to the low pressure side of the drive loop. The pressure maintained in the low pressure side (orange) is charge pressure. As the FORWARD steering solenoid valve is energized and directs pilot signal pressure to the pump, the resolver valve ball moves to the left and directs the signal pressure to the motor.
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79 • Mechanical setting components of the pump



This slide shows the mechanical centering components of the drive pumps. The exact mechanical zero position of the swashplate is adjusted by turning the eccentric bolts. This setting is made during the factory test and generally should not be changed.
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80 Drive Motor • Two drive motors



The drive motors are variable displacement, bi-directional, link-type piston motors. Each drive motor is directly connected to the parking brake and final drive in a horizontal position inside the loader frame. Oil flow from the drive pump is directed into the valve plate, which is connected to the barrel. Oil then forces the piston assemblies inside the barrel to reciprocate and rotate the barrel, retaining plate, and the output shaft.



• At zero machine speed, motor at maximum displacement • At maximum machine speed, motor at minimum displacement



The displacement of the motor is controlled by the motor control group. At zero machine speed, the motor is at maximum displacement. After the swashplate angle in the pump increases to maximum displacement, the drive motor displacement will decrease to minimum, causing the machine speed to further increase. The regulation adjustment screw is used to hydraulically limit the machine speed. The maximum speed adjustment stop controls the absolute maximum machine speed. During normal operation, the maximum speed adjustment stop is not used to limit machine speed.
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81 • Motor displacement: - Controlled by steering solenoids - Changes only when pump at maximum angle



The displacement of the drive motors is controlled by the pilot signal pressure from either the left or right steering valves located on the ECM manifold. The displacement also regulates the speed of the motor because of the constant input flow from the pump. The motor displacement does not decrease unless the pump swashplate is at maximum angle producing full oil flow, which provides approximately one third of the machine speed. When the motor is at maximum displacement, the output speed of the motor is controlled by pump flow. As the motor displacement decreases to minimum, the output speed increases to the maximum rpm, and torque output decreases. This slide shows the actuator in the maximum displacement position. Charge pressure is directed into the valve, around the pilot spool and to the spring chamber of the actuator.
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82 • As signal pressure increases, machine speed increases



As the pilot signal pressure increases and acts on the pilot spool, the spool is forced up against the regulation spring. As the pilot spool moves up, charge pressure oil is directed to the top of the actuator, causing the actuator to move down against the force of the actuator bias spring. The valve plate is mechanically connected to the actuator by the control pin.



• Timing of both motors affects tracking of machine



The timing when the pump output is maximum and the motor begins to destroke is very critical to the operation of the power train. Both the left and right pump and motor stroking points must occur at approximately the same time. If not, the machine will not track straight. The transmission ECM compensates for normal system tolerances, but if the operator notices the machine does not track straight in FORWARD or REVERSE, the ENGINE ON calibrations must be performed or a mechanical malfunction in the pumps or motors has occurred.



• Hydraulic system pressurized



The power train and implement hydraulic systems share the same tank. The tank is pressurized to a maximum of 172 kPa (25 psi).
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83 Drive Pump and Motor Stroking Range Graphs • Pump and motor stroking and destroking points



This graph shows the motors in yellow and the pumps in purple. As the pump output flows increase, the machine speed increases. At 3.5 km/hr. (2.2 mph) and 800 kPa (116 psi), the pumps are at maximum swashplate angle. The motors then begin to destroke until the maximum speed of 10 km/hr. (6.2 mph) is reached.
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IDEAL MACHINE SPEED VS. PILOT PRESSURE MOTOR STROKE RANGE
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84 • Machine speed vs. signal pressure



This graph shows the ideal machine speed compared to the pilot signal pressure. As the pilot pressure increases, the machine speed increases at a smooth rate throughout the full machine speed range.
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85 • Calibration points



This graph shows the calibration points of the transmission ECM. When the technician performs the ENGINE ON calibration procedure, each position (A to F) is calibrated using the speed and direction lever. Each of these positions represents 20% increments in the speed of the machine. The transmission ECM compensates for tolerances within the components in each drive loop.
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86 • Tolerance range of pumps and motors



This graph shows the tolerance range for the pumps and motors. The transmission ECM will compensate for the tolerances between each 20% point and create the straight lines on the graph IDEAL MACHINE SPEED VS. PILOT PRESSURE (see Slide No. 84). This compensation feature is the major advantage of the electronic control system. The transmission ECM will compensate for tolerances and keep the machine tracking in a straight line.
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87 • Pump and motor stroking mismatch



This graph represents the problem of the motor not destroking at the correct time. Two conditions can exist: underlap and overlap. Underlap: The motor does not move toward minimum displacement until AFTER the pump has reached maximum displacement. The result is that the machine will travel in a straight line in FORWARD and/or REVERSE until the correctly adjusted motor begins to move toward minimum displacement, which causes that track to increase in speed before the opposite track. The machine will turn and continue to turn until the minimum displacement of the incorrectly adjusted motor is reached. When the minimum displacement of the motor is reached, both motors will be at maximum speed and the machine will now track straight. Overlap: The incorrectly adjusted motor starts moving toward minimum displacement BEFORE the pump swashplate has reached the maximum angle.
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The result is that the machine will travel in a straight line in FORWARD and/or REVERSE until the misadjusted motor begins to move toward minimum displacement, which causes that track to increase in speed before the opposite track. The machine will turn and continue to turn until the minimum displacement of the correctly adjusted motor is reached. When the minimum displacement of the motor is reached, both motors will be at maximum speed and the machine will now track straight.



This graph shows underlap. The pump has reached maximum displacement and the motor has not started moving toward minimum displacement. The flat horizontal line is the "dead spot" where machine speed does not increase. This condition is evident during straight line travel. The machine will travel straight until the "dead spot" is reached. Then, the speed of the correctly adjusted motor will increase and the other will maintain the same speed until the motor speed increases and the "dead spot" is passed. The operator will notice that the machine will track to the left or right, and a steer pedal must be used to correct the movement. The adjustment procedure in the Power Train Testing and Adjusting module must be performed to correct this condition.
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88 IMPLEMENT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS • Open-center hydraulic system • Hydraulic tank contains control valves • Diverter valve • Implement pump • Oil filter • Dual pressure relief valve • Oil cooler



The implement hydraulic system is an open-center system. The implement hydraulic requirements have automatic priority over machine travel. The hydraulic tank contains the tilt and lift control valves. If the machine is equipped with an optional third control valve, the valve is also located inside the tank and mounted on the front of the tilt valve. If the machine has the two attachment options (multi-purpose bucket and/or ripper), a diverter valve is used in addition to the third control valve. The implement pump is mounted on the splitter box between the two drive pumps. The return oil from the implement hydraulic system is directed through the tank oil filter. On the front of the tank is the dual pressure main relief valve. At the rear of the machine is the power train and implement hydraulic system oil cooler.
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• Hydraulic system components: 1. Hydraulic tank 2. Filter 3. Fill tube 4. Sight gauge 5. Tank pressure fitting 6. Dual pressure relief valve solenoid 7. Dual pressure relief valve 8. Implement pressure fitting 9. Temperature sensor



On the front of the hydraulic tank (1) are the filter cover (2), fill tube (3), sight gauge (4), tank quick-disconnect pressure fitting (5), dual pressure main relief valve solenoid (6), dual pressure main relief valve (7), implement hydraulic system quick-disconnect pressure fitting (8), and the Caterpillar Monitoring System temperature sensor (9).
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• Hydraulic system components: 1. Dual pressure main relief valve 2. Dual pressure relief valve solenoid 3. Dual pressure relief valve



The dual pressure main relief valve (1) contains the dual pressure relief valve solenoid (2) and the dual pressure relief valve (3). The dual pressure valve has two stages: Stage 1 is the LOW setting and Stage 2 is HIGH setting. The implement hydraulic system pressure is limited by the dual pressure relief valve. When the solenoid is ENERGIZED with 24 Volts, the relief valve is at the HIGH setting of 24000 kPa (3485 psi). When the solenoid is DE-ENERGIZED, the relief valve is at the LOW setting of 21400 kPa (3100 psi).
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• Hydraulic system components: 1. Tilt lever switch



2. Lift lever switch



The electrical signal to the dual pressure relief valve solenoid is controlled by the tilt lever switch (1) located in the tilt lever control linkage. The solenoid is ENERGIZED at all times except when the linkage is in the TILT BACK position. The tilt lever switch is an input to the transmission ECM which controls the signal to the solenoid. The TILT BACK and RAISE functions are incorporated within the neutral-start function of the machine. If either of the functions are engaged and either or both switches are activated, the engine will not start. To check the tilt lever switch, use Calibration Mode 5, Submode 11.
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• Diverter valve (arrow)



On machines equipped with two attachments (multi-purpose bucket and ripper), a diverter valve (arrow) is needed. The diverter valve is mounted on the rear of the tank. The valve is in the third circuit cylinder lines between the third control valve and the cylinders.
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• Diverter valve lever (arrow)



The diverter valve is connected to the lever (arrow) in the operator's station. The operator raises or lowers the lever to direct oil flow from the third control valve in the tank to operate either the multi-purpose bucket or the ripper.
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94 IMPLEMENT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OPERATION • Major implement hydraulic system components



The implement hydraulic system consists of the following major components: - Engine - Splitter box - Implement pump - Implement control valves and tank - Cooler
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• Implement hydraulic system in HOLD



• Open-center control valves



The implement hydraulic system controls the operation of the bucket and attachments (multi-purpose bucket and/or ripper). This schematic shows the open-center implement hydraulic system in HOLD with the engine running. The hydraulic tank and the power train case drain circuit provide oil to the implement hydraulic pump. The implement pump first directs flow to the optional third control valve (if installed) and then to the tilt and lift control valves. Return oil is directed through the oil cooler and the reverse flow filter to the tank. The implement pump is continually directing oil flow through the cooler when the control valves are in HOLD.
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• Third valve in front of tilt control valve



The optional third control valve is located in front of the tilt control valve. If the third control valve is operated, oil flow is directed to only the multipurpose bucket or ripper cylinders. If both circuits are added to the machine, a diverter valve is mounted on the rear of the hydraulic tank. The operator raises or lowers the diverter valve lever to direct oil flow to the desired cylinder.



• Dual pressure relief valve in tilt circuit



The tilt circuit utilizes a dual pressure line relief valve for the rod end (DUMP) of the cylinder. The relief valve provides a lower pressure setting for the rod end during normal operation. The higher pressure setting is used to keep the bucket from rolling back during a back dragging operation. Oil pressure from the rod end of the lift cylinders is directed to the dual pressure line relief valve to increase the maximum pressure setting.



• Dual stage main relief valve:



The implement hydraulic system utilizes a dual stage main relief valve that limits the system pressure. The main relief valve is controlled by a solenoid valve that is energized at all times (high pressure setting), except when the tilt lever is moved to the TILT BACK position (low pressure setting). An ON/OFF switch is installed in the tilt control lever linkage to direct an input electrical signal to the ECM. When the lever is moved to the TILT BACK position, the ECM de-energizes the solenoid, and the main relief valve goes to the lower pressure setting.



- Low setting for TILT BACK position - High setting for all other positions



The lift cylinder makeup valve (rod end) and the tilt cylinder makeup valve (rod end) are located inside the tank. Both valves are used when the cylinder rod ends need extra oil.
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96 Lift and Tilt Control Valves • Valves in HOLD



This slide shows the tilt and lift control valves in the HOLD position with the engine off. The basic components are the tilt spool, tilt load check valve, tilt detent, lift spool, lift load check valve, and the lift detent. The tilt spool is a spring-centered, open-center, manually operated spool with three positions: TILT BACK, HOLD, and DUMP. The lift spool is a spring-centered, manually operated spool with four positions: RAISE, HOLD, LOWER, and FLOAT.
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97 • TILT BACK position



When the tilt spool is moved to the TILT BACK detent, oil from the pump flows into the inlet passage and is directed through the load check valve to the head end of the tilt cylinder. Return oil from the rod end is directed through the valve body to the tank. The detent is used when the bucket has just been dumped and the lever is moved to the TILT BACK position. The flow of oil around the lift spool bypasses the lift circuit and prevents TILT BACK and RAISE operations at the same time.
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98 • RAISE position



When the lift spool is moved to the RAISE position, oil from the pump flows into the inlet passage and is directed around the tilt spool to the lift spool. Oil is directed around the lift spool and through the load check valve to the head end of the lift cylinder. Return oil from the rod end is directed through the valve body to the tank.
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99 • DUMP position



When the tilt spool is moved to the DUMP position, oil from the pump flows into the inlet passage and is directed through the load check valve to the rod end of the tilt cylinder. Return oil from the head end is directed through the valve body to the tank.
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100 • Bucket in DUMP position and lift in RAISE



When the operator simultaneously moves the tilt and lift levers to the rear, the bucket is in the DUMP position and the lift circuit is in the RAISE position. Pump oil flows into the inlet passage and through the tilt load check valve to the rod end of the tilt cylinder (DUMP). Return oil from the head end is directed into the valve body to the lift circuit. Oil flows through the lift load check valve to the head end of the lift cylinder (RAISE). Return oil from the rod end is directed to the tank. The cycle time of the lift cylinders is slower because the tilt circuit is in the DUMP position.
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101 • FLOAT position



When the lift spool is moved to the FLOAT position, oil from the pump flows into the inlet passage and is directed around the lift spool. From the lift spool, oil flows through the load check valve to the head end and rod end of the lift cylinders.
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102 Third Control Valve • Third control valve in CLOSE or LOWER position



The optional third valve is a spring-centered, manually operated spool with three positions: OPEN or RAISE, HOLD, and CLOSE or LOWER. When the control spool is in the HOLD position, oil from the pump flows from the inlet passage, through the outlet passage, to the tilt and lift spools. This illustration shows the spool in the CLOSE or LOWER position. When the spool moves up, oil flows through the load check valve to the head end of either the multi-purpose bucket (CLOSE) or the ripper (LOWER) cylinders.
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CATERPILLAR MONITORING SYSTEM • Transmission ECM communicates with Caterpillar Monitoring System • Caterpillar Monitoring System contains: 1. Four gauges 2. Nine alert indicators 3. Message display



The Caterpillar Monitoring System is an input and output of the transmission ECM. Both electronic control modules communicate back and forth on the CAT Data Link. The Caterpillar Monitoring System provides four gauges (1), nine alert indicators (2), and a numerical message display (3). INSTRUCTOR NOTE: For additional information on the Caterpillar Monitoring System, see the Caterpillar Monitoring System service manual module (Form SENR6717).
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• Gauge display: 1. Engine coolant temperature 2. Splitter box temperature 3. Hydraulic tank temperature 4. Fuel level



The four gauges on the left side of the dash display the following information: 1. Engine coolant temperature The range is from 40˚C (104˚F) to 120˚C (248˚F). The beginning of the red zone is 107˚C (225˚F). 2. Transmission splitter box oil temperature The range is from 50˚C (122˚F) to 130˚C (266˚F). The beginning of the red zone is 115˚C (239˚F). 3. Hydraulic tank oil temperature The range is from 35˚C (95˚F) to 130˚C (266˚F). The beginning of the red zone is 100˚C (212˚F). 4. Fuel level The beginning of the red zone is approximately 20%.
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• Nine indicators:



Nine alert indicators are used on the 953C.



1. Engine coolant temperature



1. Engine coolant temperature



2. Engine oil pressure



2. Engine oil pressure



3. Air Inlet Heater (AIH) 4. Charge pressure 5. Transmission oil temperature 6. Hydraulic oil temperature 7. Charging system 8. Transmission system warning



3. Air Inlet Heater (AIH): Flashes when the air inlet heater is activated. 4. Charge pressure: Indicates low oil pressure in the transmission charging circuit. 5. Transmission oil temperature: Indicates excessive splitter gear box temperature. 6. Hydraulic oil temperature: Indicates excessive hydraulic tank temperature.



9. Low fuel warning 10. Message display



7. Charging system 8. Transmission system warning: Flashes when the transmission ECM detects an electrical fault. 9. Low fuel warning The message display (10) provides the operator and service technician with specific machine information.
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• Monitoring system components 1. Operator mode switch 2. Message display



• When "SERV CODE" ON, active fault present • When "---" is visible, no faults detected



Using the operator mode switch (1) allows personnel to view specific machine information. The operator mode switch is the center switch in the row of switches on the dash. Moving the lower section of the center switch down will scroll through the hourmeter, engine rpm, charge pressure, and any diagnostic fault codes that are present on the message display (2). Diagnostic scrolling provides service codes that have been detected. Service codes from all systems are shown whether the fault (service code) is currently present or has occurred in the past. When the "SERV CODE" indicator is ON, the fault currently being shown is present. If the fault is not present, the "SERV CODE" indicator is OFF. If no faults are detected, "---" is shown. Service codes cannot be cleared and calibration procedures cannot be performed by using the operator mode switch.
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• Three service code identifiers: 1. MID 2. CID 3. FMI



The service code consists of three identifiers: Module Identifier (MID): The MID is a three digit code that is shown approximately one second before the service code is shown in the display area. The MID tells which electronic control diagnosed the fault. The MID for the 953C transmission ECM is "79." The MID for the Caterpillar Monitoring System is "30." Component Identifier (CID): The CID is a three digit number indicating the component circuit at fault. Failure Mode Indicator (FMI): The FMI tells what type of failure has occurred. The FMI is a two digit code. The letter "F" precedes the FMI. The failures may be: - F02, Error - F03, Voltage above normal or shorted high - F04, Voltage below normal or shorted low
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- F05, Current below normal or open circuit - F06, Current above normal or grounded circuit - F08, Abnormal frequency, pulse width or period - F11, Failure mode not identifiable - F12, Bad device or component - F13, Out of calibration • MID "79" • CID "465" • FMI "F03"



In this slide, the fault code "79" is displayed for approximately one second, then "465F03" is displayed. The Module Identifier (MID) is "79," which is the transmission ECM. The Component Identifier (CID) is "465," which is the Governor Lever Position Switch. The Failure Mode Indicator is "F03," which means that the voltage is above normal or shorted high. INSTRUCTOR NOTE: For additional information about the transmission ECM service codes, see the Hydrostatic Transmission Electronic Control System service manual module (Form SENR8314).
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• Three service switches: 1. Service 2. Clear 3. Sensor/speed calibrate



The service switches allow the service technician to access service information. The service switches are located behind a secured panel below the armrest and are intended to be used by service technicians only. These three switches are connected to the Caterpillar Monitoring System, which communicates with the transmission ECM. The switches are: 1. SERVICE 2. CLEAR 3. SENSOR/SPEED CALIBRATE On this machine, a separate service tool is not used to preform diagnostic or calibration procedures.
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109 • Five modes



A unique mode number is used to represent each mode of operation. The mode number is shown on the display area. To scroll through the five modes, depress and hold the SERVICE and CLEAR switches. The display will show -1-, -2-, -3-, -4-, and -5-. The modes are: Mode 1 (Harness Code Mode): This mode shows the machine model on which the monitoring system is installed. The 953C code is "09." Mode 2 (Numeric Readout Mode): This mode allows the service technician to scroll through the individual gauges. Use the SERVICE switch to scroll to the next gauge. Mode 3 (Service Mode): This mode shows the diagnostic codes stored in the system. Three dashes (---) will be displayed if no codes are present. If the SERV CODE indicator is ON, the fault is active. Use the SERVICE switch to scroll to the next code. After the fault has been repaired, use the CLEAR switch to remove the logged code.
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Mode 4 (Tattletale Mode): The monitor stores or logs the "worst case" position of the gauge needles and the indicator status. In this mode, the Caterpillar Monitoring System will record the extreme value for each machine condition monitored. When in this mode, each gauge in the four-gauge cluster will display its highest or lowest recorded condition, and the numeric value will be displayed on the monitor message display. Use the CLEAR switch to reset the gauges. When the value is cleared, the display will flash a value outside or at the end of the expected range. Mode 5 (Calibration Mode): This mode has 21 submodes. Submodes 01 to 12 are used with the engine OFF and submodes 15 to 23 are used with the engine ON. The SENSOR/SPEED CALIBRATE switch is used to calibrate the various components. The Service Mode (Mode 3) and the Calibration Mode (Mode 5) allow the service technician to access the transmission ECM. NOTE: Changing modes on the Caterpillar Monitoring System does not change the operation of the transmission ECM except when the Calibration Mode (Mode 5) is entered. The Calibration Mode is a special mode used to adjust certain parameters of the transmission ECM.
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CALIBRATION MODE ENGINE OFF



CALIBRATION MODE -5SUBMODES



LEFT STEERING PEDAL SENSOR



"01" FULL UP "02" FULL DOWN



"03" FULL UP "04" FULL DOWN



CENTER PEDAL SENSOR RIGHT STEERING PEDAL SENSOR



"05" FULL UP "06" FULL DOWN "07" FORWARD "08" NEUTRAL "09" REVERSE



TRANSMISSION ECM



SPEED AND DIRECTIONAL LEVER SENSOR



GOVERNOR LEVER SWITCH



"10" HIGH IDLE



CATERPILLAR MONITORING SYSTEM DISPLAY MODULE TILT LEVER SWITCH



"11" TILTBACK POSITION



"12" BOTTOM OF "Y"



TRANSMISION PARKING BRAKE SWITCH



DISPLAY / CALIBRATE SWITCHES



SERVICE MODE CLEAR MODE CALIBRATION



110 • Submodes 01 to 12



The transmission ECM uses the main display module on the Caterpillar Monitoring System to show the calibration information to the service technician. In Calibration Mode 5 are 21 submodes. Submodes 01 to 12 are performed with the ENGINE OFF.
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CALIBRATION MODE ENGINE ON CALIBRATION MODE -5SUBMODES SPEED AND DIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION LEVER SENSOR ECM



"15" MINIMUM TRACK SPEED "16" TRACK SPEED SYNC "17" MAXIMUM TRACK SPEED



GOVERNOR LEVER SWITCH



"18" ENGINE SPEED "19" CHARGE PRESSURE



PARKING BRAKE CONTROL SWITCH



"20" TRANSMISSION STALL TEST "21" PARKING BRAKE SOLENOID



LEFT TRACK SPEED SENSOR



"22" LEFT TRACK SPEED



CATERPILLAR MONITORING SYSTEM DISPLAY MODULE



RIGHT TRACK SPEED SENSOR



"23" RIGHT TRACK SPEED



DISPLAY CALIBRATE SWITCHES



CONTROL MODE DISPLAY MODE CALIBRATION



111 • Submodes 15 to 23



In Calibration Mode 5 are 21 submodes. Submodes 15 to 23 are performed with the ENGINE ON. When performing the ENGINE ON calibrations, a minimum vehicle travel distance of 45.75 m (150 ft.) is required. INSTRUCTOR NOTE: For additional information about the transmission ECM calibration procedure, see the Hydrostatic Transmission Electronic Control System service manual module (Form SENR8314). In the service manual calibration procedure, submodes "15," "16" and "17" are performed in FORWARD, then repeated in REVERSE. During the lab session, the student can follow the service manual procedure or perform each submode in FORWARD then REVERSE.
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MODE -5- CALIBRATION SUBMODE IDENTIFICATION



ACCEPT STATUS SYMBOLS DATA NOT ACCEPTED



DATA ACCEPTED



STATUS IDENTIFIER SYMBOLS



112 • Sensor/speed calibrate switch



In Mode 5, the service technician can calibrate various components. The display will show the submode identifier.



• Submode identification



When calibrating a component, the accept status symbols are used to indicated if the position (data) of the component is accepted or not accepted.



• Accept status symbols • Status identifier symbols



The "store" position of the SENSOR/SPEED CALIBRATE switch is used to calibrate the component position. If the accept symbol does not appear, a problem with the component and/or sensor has occurred. Other submodes use a different status identifier. As the lever is moved from one position to another, the "11" and "00" are used to indicate that the component is changing states.
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113



CONCLUSION The 953C has reduced the amount of hydromechanical linkages and controls and replaced them with a transmission Electronic Control Module. The Caterpillar Monitoring System functions as an input and output. By using both of these modules that communicate with each other, the time to diagnose system problems is reduced and the machine operates more efficiently. NOTE: Any inefficiencies in the drive pump and motor loops are easily masked by the calilbration procedure in Mode 5, Submodes 15 to 17. Before performing the calibration procedure to correct the observed operational problem(s), remove and disassemble the case drain filter and check for contaminents. Then, perform the case drain flow test for the drive pumps and motors listed in the 953C Track-type Loader Power Train service module (Form SENR8405). This test may help determine the problem.
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SLIDE LIST 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40. 41. 42. 43. 44.



Title slide Text slide Engine Air Inlet Heater Air Inlet Heater switch on dash Engine coolant temperature sensor Ether solenoid Fan and shroud Pumps on splitter box Transmission ECM Quick-disconnect pressure fittings Operator's station Engine access through cab floor Pumps access through cab floor Caterpillar Monitoring System Precleaner Primary and secondary filter elements Primary fuel filter Fuel tank shutoff valve Secondary fuel filter Batteries Disconnect switch Fuses Radiator cap Coolant drain valve Engine oil dipstick and fill tube Engine oil filter Splitter box dipstick and fill tube Splitter box drain Hydraulic tank cover Hydraulic tank sight gauge Power train oil filters Hydraulic and fuel tank drain valves Power train screen Undercarriage Frame Track tension grease fitting Pivot shaft lubrication plug Final drive outside drain plug Final drive inside drain plug Idler swing link grease fittings Bucket and ripper linkage pins Operator's station outside air filter Operator's station inside air filter



45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. 54. 55. 56. 57. 58. 59. 60. 61. 62. 63. 64. 65. 66. 67. 68. 69. 70. 71. 72. 73. 74. 75. 76. 77. 78. 79. 80. 81. 82. 83. 84. 85.



Window washer fluid bottle Power train pumps Towing valves Drive motors Drive motors pressure fittings Final drive speed sensor Final drive speed sensor - graphic Charge pressure relief valve and sensor ECM manifold solenoids Engine speed sensor ECM manifold pressure fittings Left console control linkages and sensors Steer and center pedals Steer and center pedals sensors Transmission Electronic Control System Speed and directional lever Steering control Braking and anti-rollback control Engine underspeed control Power train system operation Major power train components ENGINE OFF ECM manifold component identification Resolvers Hydraulic pressure fittings ECM manifold pressure fittings PARK BRAKES-RELEASED MAXIMUM FORWARD RIGHT TURN MAXIMUM FORWARD - CENTER PEDAL PARTIALLY DEPRESSED MAXIMUM FORWARD - CENTER PEDAL FULLY DEPRESSED Drive pump Drive pump - metering Drive pump - neutral centering Drive motor Motor control - maximum displacement Motor control - minimum displacement Transmission speed control method response to mechanical adjustment - graph Ideal vehicle speed vs. pilot pressure - graph Calibration points - graph
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86. Pump and motor stroking range tolerances graph 87. Pump and motor stroking mismatch - graph 88. Implement hydraulic system 89. Hydraulic tank components 90. Dual pressure relief valve 91. Tilt lever switch 92. Diverter valve on hydraulic tank 93. Diverter valve lever in Operator's Station 94. Implement hydraulic system components 95. Implement hydraulic system operation 96. Lift and tilt control valve - HOLD 97. Lift and tilt control valve - TILT BACK 98. Lift and tilt control valve - RAISE 99. Lift and tilt control valve - DUMP 100. Lift and tilt control valve - RAISE 101. Lift and tilt control valve - FLOAT 102. Third control valve - CLOSE or LOWER 103. Caterpillar Monitoring System 104. Dash gauges 105. Caterpillar Monitoring System indicators 106. Message display 107. Service code identifiers 108. Service switches 109. Service modes 110. Calibration mode - ENGINE OFF 111. Calibration mode - ENGINE ON 112. Calibration symbols 113. Conclusion
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Serviceman's Handout No. 1



953C PRESSURE FITTING LOCATIONS



5 6



3 1



4



1. Left forward drive pressure



7. Drive motor case drain pressure



2. Right forward drive pressure



8. Drive motor upstroke pressure



3. Left reverse drive pressure



9. Drive motor destroke pressure



4. Right reverse drive pressure 5. Left pump case drain pressure 6. Right pump case drain pressure



7



9 8



2



NOTE: Right drive motor pressure fittings shown.
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Serviceman's Handout No. 2



953C PRESSURE FITTING LOCATIONS



14



15



10



11



12 16



10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18.



13



Left forward steering signal pressure Left reverse steering signal pressure Right forward steering signal pressure Right reverse steering signal pressure Brake pressure Override pressure Charge pressure Tank pressure Implement supply pressure



17



18
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Serviceman's Handout No. 3



953C TRACK-TYPE LOADER DIAGNOSTIC REFERENCE Caterpillar Monitoring System ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE Category 2



ENGINE OIL PRESSURE Category 3



AIR INLET HEATER Category 1



CHARGE PRESSURE Category 3



TRANS OIL HYDRAULIC CHARGING TRANS ECM LOW TEMP OIL TEMP SYSTEM SYSTEM FUEL (Splitter Box) (Hyd Tank) WARNING WARNING Category 2 Category 2 Category 1/2 Category 1/2/3 Category 1



MONITORING SYSTEM MODES Default Operator Modes - Hourmeter - Engine RPM - Charge Pressure - Diagnostic Fault Code Scrolling - 1 - Harness Code Display - 2 - Parameter Display - 3 - Diagnostic Servicing - 4 - Tattletale - 5 - Transmission ECM Calibration/Display



TRANSMISSION ECM CALIBRATION / DISPLAY SUBMODES ENGINE OFF 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12



Left Steering Pedal "Full Up" Left Steering Pedal "Full Down" Center Pedal "Full Up" Center Pedal "Full Down" Right Steering Pedal "Full Up" Right Steering Pedal "Full Down" Speed/Direction Lever FORWARD Speed/Direction Lever PARK Speed/Direction Lever REVERSE Governor Lever Switch Tilt Lever Switch Parking Brake Switch



ENGINE ON 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23



Minimum Left Track Speed Right Track Sync to Left Track Maximum Track Speed Engine Speed Charge Pressure Transmission Stall Test Parking Brake Solenoid Test Left Track Speed Right Track Speed



TRANSMISSION ECM MODULE IDENTIFIER (MID) 79 CID 070 110 168 190 269 296 299 349 358 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 617 650 681



Parking Brake Switch Engine Coolant Temp Sensor Electrical System Voltage Engine Speed Sensor Sensor Supply Voltage Caterpillar Monitoring System ECM Speed/Direction Lever Position Sensor Transmission Sync Solenoid Override Solenoid Implement Dual Pressure Relief Solenoid Implement Tilt Lever Position Switch Governor Lever Position Switch Left Steering Pedal Sensor Right Steering Pedal Sensor Center Brake Pedal Sensor Left FORWARD Steering Solenoid Left REVERSE Steering Solenoid Right FORWARD Steering Solenoid Right REVERSE Steering Solenoid Charge Pressure Sensor Air Inlet Heater Relay Harness Code Parking Brake Solenoid



CATERPILLAR MONITORING SYSTEM MODULE IDENTIFIER (MID) 30 CID 096 177 248 263 271 324 600 819 821



Fuel Level Sensor Trans Oil Temp Sender CAT Data Link 8 Volt Sensor Power Supply Action Alarm Action Lamp Hydraulic Oil Temp Sensor Display Data Link 9 Volt Display Supply



FAILURE MODE IDENTIFIERS (FMI) F02 F03 F04 F05 F06 F08 F11 F12 F13



Error Voltage Above Normal or Shorted High Voltage Below Normal or Shorted Low Current Below Normal or Open Circuit Current Above Normal or Grounded Circuit Abnormal Frequency, Pulse Width or Period Failure Mode Not Identifiable Bad Device Or Component Out of Calibration
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES
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